Tarski’s Theory of Truth
During the 1920s and early 1930s, scientifically minded philosophers (in particular, the
positivists of the Vienna Circle) regarded the notion of truth with considerable suspicion, not
only on account of the liar paradox, but also because the quasimystical connection between
language and the world in virtue of which true statements are true looked like the sort of thing
properly empirical-minded philosophers ought to avoid. Alfred Tarski1 sought to dispel these
worries by showing that the notion of truth could be defined in terms of other notations whose
scientific respectability was unquestioned. Let me qualify that. Tarski didn’t define a general
notion of truth, but rather how, for a large class of languages ‹, one could define a notion of
truth in ‹, applicable to the sentences of ‹. The languages involved were all formalized
languages. As we shall see, the same methods cannot be used to define a notion of truth
applicable to a natural language. Here we shall illustrate Tarski’s methods by defining truth in
the language of arithmetic.
A puzzle arises at the outset. Our current understanding of the notion of truth is
insufficiently clear and precise, so we’d like to clarify the definition by providing a definition in
terms that we already fully understand. But unless we already fully understand the notion of
truth, how are we going to know whether the proposed definition actually succeeds? We’re
looking for a definition of truth, but unless we already understand the notion of truth, how will
we know what we’re hunting for?
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We faced a similar problem when we tried to answer the question, “When is a partial
function computable by an algorithm?” We don’t already have a precise standard of calculability
– that’s what we’re looking for – but our intuitive understanding of the notion is sharp enough to
provide us a large supply of clear examples. However, the examples we have are all one-sided:
There are plenty of examples of functions that are known to be calculable, and there are
examples of functions that are not known to be calculable, but we don’t have any clear examples
of functions that are known not to be calculable. (The Halting Example will provide an example
of a problem that isn’t solvable by algorithm, but what we call the Halting Problem is really only
the sketch of a problem that we can only make precise after we have a precise characterization of
calculability.) Our proposed answer, that the calculable partial functions are the E partial
functions, met the following conditions:
Every partial function that is calculable by know methods satisfies the criterion.
Every partial function that satisfies the criterion is calculable by known methods.
What this shows is that the criterion gives us a precise characterization of the functions
calculable by known methods, leaving open the possibility of discovering some hitherto
unsuspected computational techniques that will calculate some function that doesn’t meet the
criterion. One can amass a fair amount of evidence to give us confidence that this won’t occur,
but the evidence doesn’t amount to anything like a proof.
How does the situation look for trying to define truth? There are a lot of sentences that
are known to be true, so that, for example, any proposed definition will have to put Fermat’s Last
Theorem into the extension of “true.” There are other sentences that are known to like outside
the extension of “true”; the negation of the Fermat theorem, for one. Also, we know that all
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nonsentences lie outside the extension of “true.” But there are plenty of sentences for which we
don’t know on which side of the divide the sentence ought to fall. For example, no one now
knows whether Goldbach’s Conjecture ought to fall into the extension of “true” or outside it. A
satisfactory definition of “true” will have to adjudicate all the unknown cases correctly, but,
lacking arithmetical omniscience, how can we know when we’ve done this?
To be able to recognize a proposed definition of truth as satisfactory, it is not required
that we know already which sentences are true. It is enough that we be able to specify, for each
sentence, conditions under which it is true. Thus Goldbach’s conjecture should be put into the
extension of “true” if every even number greater that 2 is the sum of two primes, whereas it
should be left outside the extension of “true” if not every even number is the sum of two primes.
Without knowing which of these two cases obtains, we can nonetheless be sure that:
Goldbach’s Conjecture is true if and only if every even number greater
than two is the sum of two primes.
This observation can be extended to a general criterion of correctness of proposed definition of
truth:
Convention T. A proposed definition of truth for the language of
arithmetic is adequate if it implies all sentences of the form:
(T)

+

N, is true if and only if N,

for N a sentence of the language of arithmetic and +N, is Gödel number,
and it also implies “(œx)(x is true 6 x is a sentence).”
(“Implies” here doesn’t mean strictly logical implication. It’s permissible to employ basic
laws of syntax in deriving the (T)-sentences.)
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With Convention T in place, it is possible actually to prove that a proposed definition of
truth is adequate. You can make a strong case for the Church-Turing thesis, but you can’t prove
it mathematically. For truth, you can provide an honest-to-gosh proof.
Tarski’s theory of truth accomplished three main things. First, he propounded the
condition of adequacy, Convention T. Second, he established a range of circumstances in which
the condition could be met. Third, he established a range of conditions under which the condition
cannot be met.
Let’s turn to the second component. Tarski wanted to provide an explicit definition of
truth in nonsemantic terms, that is, he wanted to give a biconditional of the form
(œx)(x is true : J(x)),
where J(x) doesn’t contain any semantic terms, that is adequate in the sense of Convention T.
For the language of arithmetic, here it is; keep in mind that the function Den that takes a closed
term to the number it denotes can be explicitly defined by a E formula, so that the arithmetical
expression we abbreviate Den(x) isn’t really a semantic term; also the substitution operation:
(œx)[x is true :
(› set S of sentences of the language of arithmetic)
[(œ closed term u)(œ closed term v)(Triple(8,u,v) 0 S : Den(u) = Den(v)) v
(œ closed term u)(œ closed term v)(Triple(9,u,v) 0 S : Den(u) < Den(v)) v
(œ sentence y)(Pair(10,y) 0 S : y ó S) v
(œ sentence y)(œ sentence z)(Triple(11,y,z) 0 S : (y 0 S w z 0 S)) v
(œ sentence y)(œ sentence z)(Triple(12,y,z) 0 S : (y 0 S v z 0 S)) v
(œ sentence y)(œ sentence z)(Triple(13,y,z) 0 S : (y ó S w z 0 S)) v
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(œ sentence y)(œ sentence z)(Triple(14,y,z) 0 S : ((y 0 S v z 0 S) w (y ó S v z ó S))) v
(œ formula y)(œ number n)(Triple(15,n,y) 0 S : (œ number k)(y vn/[k] 0 S) v
(œ formula y)(œ number n)(Triple(16,n,y) 0 S : (› number k)(y vn/[k] 0 S) v
x 0 S]].
Showing that this definition is adequate, as prescribed by Convention T, is labor-intensive but
straightforward.
The language of arithmetic only talks about numbers, but the definition of truth for the
language of arithmetic talks not only about numbers and also about sets. There is a sense in
which truth is defined recursively: The truth conditions for a complex sentence are defined in
terms of the truth conditions for simpler sentences. However, we cannot apply our usual
technique for converting recursive definitions into explicit definitions. This technique depends
on encoding finite sets of numbers by a single number, and the sets of numbers we have to talk
about in defining truth are infinite. This is, in fact, no way to define the set of true sentences of
the language of arithmetic within the language of arithmetic. Any definition of truth for the
language of arithmetic that is adequate in the sense of Convention T must be formulated in a
language richer in expressive power than the language of arithmetic. This is the third part of
Tarski’s theory of truth, the negative part.
To prove Tarski’s result, suppose, for reduction ad absurdum, that there is a formula J(x)
of the language of arithmetic such that the definition
(œx)(x is true : J(x))
is adequate in the sense of Convention T. Because it’s adequate in the sense of Convention T,
this definition implies
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([+N,] is true : N),
for each sentence N fo the language of arithmetic. In particular, we can use the Gödel selfreferential lemma to find a sentence 8 of the language of arithmetic such that the biconditional
(8 : ¬J([+8,])
is a theorem of Q. We have the (T)-sentence
([+8,] is true : 8),
and the definition of “true” give us this:
([+8,] is true : J(+8,)).
This gives us our contradiction.:
We’ve been working with the language of arithmetic, but the same considerations apply
to other languages. The general version of Convention T requires that an adequate definition of
truth for a given object language entail all biconditional obtained from the schema
(T)

_______________ is true if and only if ________________,

by filling in the blanks in appropriate ways. The first blank is completed with what Tarski calls a
“structural-descriptive name” of a sentence of the object language. Structural-descriptive names
have the property that, if you’re given the name of the sentence, you can recover the sentence
itself. Gödel numbers count as structural-descriptive names, as do quotation names. “The first
sentence below the fold on the left column on the front page of the Boston Globe for May 5,
2002,” does not. The second blank is filled in with the sentence’s translation into the
metalanguage. Tarski doesn’t say anything about what makes an acceptable translation, which is
a pity.
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Tarski’s technique for constructing an explicit definition of truth can be adapted to a wide
variety of formal language. The only thing special about the language of arithmetic is that, in it,
each of the individuals we are talking about is names by some numeral. In situations in which
not every individual has a name, we can’t define truth directly. We have to define truth in terms
of satisfaction, in a way familiar from Logic I.
Tarski’s negative result also generalizes, leading us to the conclusion that a definition of
truth for a given object language can never be given within the language itself, but only within a
richer metalanguage. For formal languages, at least most of them, that’s fine; we can give the
definition in plain English. The problem comes when we try to provide a definition of truth for a
natural language. How can we give a definition of truth for English, when we don’t have nay
metalanguage richer than English?
A natural response would be to say that we don’t need a definition of truth for English.
We understand the notion of truth, as it applies to English, well enough without an explicit
definition. Unfortunately, that reply doesn’t shelter us for very long. We may not need an
explicit definition of truth, but if we want to understand how language works, we at least need a
theory of truth. If we look at the proof of Tarski’s theory on the undefinability of truth, it doesn’t
show us merely that truth is undefinable. It shows us that no consistent theory of truth for a
language that’s formulable within that very language implies the (T)-sentences; indeed, no such
theory is even consistent with the(T)-sentences.
Tarski’s undefinability theorem is really just the ancient paradox of the liar, dressed up in
formal wear. The paradox first appeared when Epimenides the Cretan said that Cretans always
lie. A more direct version is given by Eubulides, who said “This statement is false.” There is an
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easy response to Eubulides’ paradox: declare that Eubulides’ statement is neither true nor false.
Easy, but short lived, for the paradox reappears if Eubulides says, “This statement is not true.”
Similar paradoxes afflict other semantic notions, for example, the notion of denotation is
troubled by Berry’s paradox.2 There are only finitely many expressions of English of fewer than
thirty syllables, so, in particular, there are only finitely many expressions of English of fewer
than thirty syllables that happen to name natural numbers. Each expression names at most one
number, so that are only finitely many natural numbers that are named by English expressions of
fewer than thirty syllables. There are, however, infinitely many natural numbers, so there are
natural numbers that aren’t named by any English expression of fewer than thirty syllables.
Because the natural numbers are well-ordered, we know that there has to be a least natural
number not named by any English expression of fewer than thirty syllables. “The least natural
number not named by any English expression of fewer than thirty syllables” names it is twentyseven syllables.
The simplest of the semantic paradoxes is Grelling’s paradox,3 which involves the notion
of satisfaction. Some English phrases satisfy themselves and others do not. “Noun,” for example,
is a noun, so it satisfies itself. “Verb” isn’t a verb, so it doesn’t satisfy itself. “Polysyllabic,”
being polysyllabic, satisfies itself, whereas “monosyllabic,” not being monosyllabic, doesn’t
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satisfy itself. How about “does not satisfy itself”? Does it satisfy itself or not? Either answer
leads to a contradiction.
Knowledge isn’t a semantic notion, but knowledge entails truth, and truth is a semantic
notion. This indirect connection is enough to implicate the notion of knowledge in semantic
paradox. To see this, let the Unknown Sentence be the following sentence:

What the Unknown Sentence says is not known.
What the Unknown Sentence says is that what the Unknown Sentence says is not known.4
Consequently,
If it is not known that what the Unknown Sentence says is not known, then
what the Unknown Sentence says is not known.
The first principle of epistemology – if it is known that N then N – gives us this:
If it is known that what the Unknown Sentence says is not known, then
what the Unknown Sentence says is not known.
Putting these two observations together, by means of an inference of the form
If not-R, then 2.
If R, then 2.

4

A rather desperate attempt to evade the paradox would be to say that the Unknown
Sentence doesn’t express a proposition at all. It’s a rather short-lived attempt, as we can
see by examining the Other Unknown Sentence:
Either the Other Unknown Sentence doesn’t express a proposition, or the
proposition it expresses is not known.
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Therefore, 2.
we get this:
What the Unknown Sentence says is not known.
Now we reflect that we have reached this result by careful, explicit deduction from securely
known premisses, and that things we can derive this way are known. That is,
It is known that what the Unknown Sentence says is not known.
In other words,
What the Unknown Sentence says is known.
Contradiction. This informal derivation can be formalized in much the way that Tarski formalized
Eubulides’ paradox.5 A similar derivation can be carried out with necessity in place of
knowledge.6
One possible response to these paradoxes, endorsed, in slightly different forms, both by
Whitehead and Russell and by Tarski, is to divide us the ordinary notions of truth, satisfaction,
knowledge, and so on, into infinitely many notions. Let English0 be the fragment of English
obtained by excising all semantic terms, together with such semi-semantic terms as “knows” and
“necessary.” (Exactly which terms these are isn’t going to be obvious). Introduce notions of
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truth0, falsity0, satisfaction0, knowledge0, and so on, like the familiar notions of truth, falsity,
satisfaction, and knowledge except that they’re applicable only to English0. For truth0, this can be
done simply by taking all the (T)-sentences for English0 (with “true0" in place of “true”) as
axioms. The language we get from English0 by adding the predicates “true0,” “false0,” “satisfies0,”
“knows0,”and so on, is called “English1.” Introduce predicates “true1,” “false1,” “satisfies1,”
“knows1,” and so on applicable to the sentences of English1. “True1” can be introduced simply by
taking the (T)-sentences for English1 as axioms. Call the language obtained from English1 by
introducing these new predicates “English2" and introduce predicates “true2,”“false2,” “satisfies2,”
“knows2,” and so on, applicable to the sentences of English2. This process generates a language
English 4, which contains all the “truen”s, “falsen”s, “satisfiesn”s and “knowsn”s as predicates.
English 4 doesn’t have global notions of truth and falsity, applicable to the whole language, but
every sentence of English 4 is either truen, for sufficiently large n, or falsen, for sufficiently large n.
This construction doesn’t give a very satisfactory semantic theory for English 4, because it
leaves out something that’s intuitively perfectly obvious, namely, that the true sentences of
English 4 are those that are truen for large enough n. And it doesn’t give us a theory of truth for
English at all, because English contains the predicate “true”; it doesn’t contain the predicates
“true0,” “true1,” “true2,” “true3,”....
The liar paradox leaves us in a very unhappy position. As Tarski recognized, the paradox
shows that one can’t develop a semantic theory for a language within the language itself, but only
within a richer metalanguage. But that means we lack the means to develop a semantic theory for
a natural language. And without such a theory, how can we understand how human language is
connected to the world around us?
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